
Dear Supporters and Friends of the Because of Jenna Trust,

As always our Annual Report is published in 
order to provide everyone with the Trust’s 
GYVVIRX� ½RERGMEP� TSWMXMSR� EW� [IPP� EW� ER�
overview of our work during the past year. 
During 2012, we disbursed BDS$237,000 
MR� ½RERGMEP� EWWMWXERGI� JSV� WIZIVIP]� FVEMR�
injured children; the Wheelchair Clinics, 
Medical Supplies and monthly Pamper Drive 
comprised the major expenditure. $37,000 
and $32,000 were spent in School Fees and 
Physiotherapy respectively.

As can be seen from the Financials, our 
balance sheet is looking healthy and this is 
a good thing however I should like to take 
this opportunity to explain a bit about this. 
During the past years as the Trust became 
more recognized and continued to grow 
½RERGMEPP]��[I�JSYRH�SYVWIPZIW�MR�E�TSWMXMSR�
whereby we were able to invest a portion 
of funds in an effort to grow these while at 
the same time meeting all of the requests 
JSV� ½RERGMEP� EWWMWXERGI�� -� EP[E]W� QERHEXIH�
that we should keep a sum of money for 
that special “emergency” should the need 
arise for this at any time. Because of some 
very successful fundraising as well as a few 
“unexpected” large and generous donations 

over the past two years, our bank account 
LEW� KVS[R� WMKRM½GERXP]� [LMPI� [I� GSRXMRYI�
to meet every need presented to us as we 
have not had to refuse a single request for 
this period. Having said that, we are actively 
PSSOMRK�EX�MRNIGXMRK�WMKRM½GERX�JYRHMRK�MRXS�E�
special project which will positively impact 
the lives of these children and their families 
in a way we have so far been unable to do.  
We have already commenced discussions 
with the view to partnering with another 
SVKERMWEXMSR�XS�VIEPMWI�XLI�½VWX�WXITW�XS[EVHW�
making “my dream” a reality.   

My Dream….

As soon as I began to work with these special 
children after Jenna died more than 10 
years ago, I recognised that sadly Barbados 
is lacking in a ‘home away from home’ for 
our special children.  I have always said that 
it would therefore be my “dream” to raise 
enough money to build a fully equipped 
ERH�JYRGXMSRMRK�JEGMPMX]�JSV�XLI�FVEMR�MRNYVIH�
children of Barbados.  Somewhere where 
parents could take their children from 6 
am to 6 pm Mondays to Fridays and even 
have respite programs on weekends.   This 

“home away from home” would be that 
special place where the children would 
receive all of the care, stimulation, medical 
treatments, therapy, nutritious meals etc in 
a safe environment, therefore giving parents 
XLI� QYGL�RIIHIH� XMQI� XS� [SVO� SV� IZIR�
just to have some time for themselves, 
since caring for a child with special needs is 
a 24/7 job which often does not allow the 
parent (many of whom are single) to work 
or to have any time for themselves and they 
therefore depend on relatives or friends to 
EWWMWX� XLIQ� FSXL� TL]WMGEPP]� ERH� ½RERGMEPP]����
We also have children who have reached 
the “accepted age limit” of the schools 
available to them and they are therefore left 
with nowhere to go so they lie on beds or 
sit in wheelchairs all day long which does not 
equate to quality of life and is physiologically 
detrimental to their health.

8LMW�MW�E�QYPXM�QMPPMSR�HSPPEV�HVIEQ����½RHMRK�
land, constructing and equipping the facility, 
WXEJ½RK� ERH�QEMRXIRERGI� EVI� NYWX� WSQI� SJ�
the prerequisites of such a dream.   That said, 
we never thought that we would see such a 
healthy balance sheet just 10 years into our 
work so as the cliché goes “never say never”. 
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A registered charity since January 2004, the Because 
of Jenna Trust is dedicated to easing the suffering 
SJ� WIZIVIP]� FVEMR�MRNYVIH� GLMPHVIR� MR� &EVFEHSW� ERH�
improving their quality of life.

The Trust raises funds through charitable events and 
personal and corporate donations and uses these 
funds to help pay for the special treatments, equipment 
ERH�WYTTPMIW�RIIHIH�F]�WIZIVIP]�FVEMR�MRNYVIH�GLMPHVIR��
The Trust also works to create public awareness of the 
plight of these children and their families.

The Because of Jenna Trust was founded in memory of 
.IRRE�0IMKL�'PEVOI�� XLI����]IEV�SPH�HEYKLXIV�SJ�%RRE�
Clarke, who died on December 1, 2001.

for your support!
THANK YOU

 c/o 6B, The Palisades, Enterprise, 
Christ Church, Barbados
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;I�VIGSKRMWI�SYV�½RERGMEP�TSWMXMSR�EW�SRI�
whereby we are on the brink of making a 
decision on how best to utilise these funds 
towards taking our support of these special 
children “up another notch” and as such we 
have reported above on our decision to 
commence discussions as we feel certain 
that we may be on the threshold of taking 
XLI�½VWX� WXIT� XS[EVHW�QEOMRK� XLMW�HVIEQ�E�
reality. 

Thank you, as always, for allowing us to make 
a difference in the children’s lives.  I will leave 
you with two short excerpts: a copy of an 
email from our head therapist, Yvonne to 
Kike (our wheelchair specialist from Puerto 
Rico) during the Clinic held in June and a 
note from parents of one of the children 
[LS�FIRI½XXIH����-�XLMRO�XLMW�[MPP�KMZI�]SY�NYWX�
a tiny peep into the passion and work which 
forms the basis of these clinics:

“Hi Kike…..Thanks for all your hard work 
today. I hope you found a more satisfying 
place to have dinner tonight. Kianna looked 
EQE^MRK�� 7LEUYSR� WMXXMRK� JSV� XLI� ½VWX� XMQI�
in his life in a seating system ...priceless!  
;E]RI�%RXLSR]�� LMW� QYQ�[EW� WS� TPIEWIH��
not one critical word...that’s like a wonder 
and wonders just take a little longer .  Thanks 
again, please tell George he did great…

Good night
Yvonne”

“Hi Kike Just a short note to let you 
know that Sean is doing well in his new 
foam in place, he is tolerating it well and 
we feel sure that the right decision was 
made for him by Yvonne and yourself.

Just a small thing to note that while 
sitting in his new seat, just four days and 
on Father’s Day, Sean ate solid food for 
XLI� ½VWX� XMQI� MR� X[S� ]IEVW�� � -� HS� RSX�
know if it was because of the seat or if it 
was because it was his favourite dessert, 
cheesecake, but I would like to think it 
was because he felt like he was sitting 
in a “cloud”

Thanks again for your wonderful 
support over the past years and your 
commitment to the seating programme 
at CDC.

Say “hi” to Jorge who will from this day 
forward be known as the “Magician”, 
the man with the magic hands!”

With thanks and kind regards

Anna Clarke
Founder & Trustee
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